**Dig a Hole**

(Sung to the tune *If You’re Happy and You Know It*)

*Author Unknown (Adapted)*

Dig a hole in the soil to plant a seed.
Dig a hole in the soil to plant a seed.
Dig an itty, bitty hole for a teeny, tiny seed.
Dig a hole in the soil to plant a seed.

Put some soil on top and pat it down.
Put some soil on top and pat it down.
Put some gritty, grimy soil on the teeny, tiny seed.
Put some soil on top and pat it down.

Add some water and some light; see it grow.
And some nutrients and air; see it grow.
The teeny, tiny seed will grow a plant that’s really big.
Add some water and some light; see it grow.

**The Little Plant**

*Author Unknown*

In the heart of a seed,
Buried deep so deep,
A tiny plant,
Lay fast asleep.
“Wake,” said the sunshine,
“And creep to the light,”
“Wake,” said the voice
Of the raindrops bright.
The little plant heard
And rose to see,
What the wonderful,
Outside world might be.